




(- 'CUT AND PASTE' ALGORITHMS
( MODEL STRUCTURE













( A 'CUT AND PASTE' ALGORITHM
Predictor phase:
an+ 1 -- dn -4-/_tVn -1- (1/2- fl)At2an
v_+l = vn + (1 -7)/_ta,_
• Equation solving phase:
( an+l -- 0
for s- 1, NS do
_S
5__+1 = -(M s +/3At2KS) -1Ksd_+l
an+l = an+l + M s an+l-s
an+l = M-lan+l
Corrector phase"
dn+l = On+l -]- flAt2an+l





















REDUCED SUBSTRUCTURES SHOWING THE
















( OVERVIEW OF GENERAL PROPERTIES
• Parameters:
n - Number of dof in structure.
s- Number of element groups.
p- Number of processors.
i - Number of interface dof.
• General properties:
i) Newmark's method is obtained for s - 1.
( ii) Unconditional stability for all s and 3' >_1/2, 9 ___7/2.
iii) Full concurrency on a p-processor machine
(p <_ n) except for O(i) operation (mass-
averaging).
iv) For given accuracy and n/s -_ ee,
SPEED - UP - { o(pv_),o(p_),
(2D)
(3D)
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1 nb 2 + 2nb (b - semi-bandwidth)• COST ,_, -_
• Square mesh, 12 elements:
GLOBAL 1 )2 2 2)(1 1
_(I+2 (Z+_) +2(1+ + )_





• Equation solving speed-up (n/s ---+oo)"
SPEED - UP(2D) =
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• Algorithmic phase errors, 1D case:
r
• Maximum celerity of computed waves
Cma== AL/At
AL ---- subdomaln size
• For accurate results, need to take









• Square mesh, s --m 2 subdomains:
AL - L/m _ O(1/v_)
At <_ AL/c- L/mc _ O(1/v_)
• Net speed-up (p - 1):
(
SPEED - UP(2D) _ O(s) x O(1/x/_) -- O(V/_)
• Cubic mesh, s = m 3 subdomains:
AL - L/m _ O(1/s 1/3)
At <_ AL/c L/mc _ O(1/s 1/3)
• Net speed-up (p - 1):








• Square membrane, simply supported, subjected
to uniform initial velocity.






A0 = initial area of triangle
A = deformed area.
( • Quadrilateral elements:
• Parameters: L- 2, T- 1, p- 1.
• Error measure:
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NSUB Secs. Speed-up Theory
1 1143 1 1
4 776 1.47 2
16 521 2.19 4
64 326 3.51 8
256 156 7.31 16
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